
AGENDA 
  
1)    Call To Order 
  
-       Introduction of all available PFC Members. 
-       PFC President Amee gives details on what all is covered at the PFC meetings 
o    We have guest speakers at PFC meetings 
o    PFC talks about funding requests which are for request above $250 , to get approvals and 
votes from all available members during the meeting. 
o    PFC is a collaboration between parents and faculty and it always helps to have a faculty 
attendance during such meetings so we can work together and together reach at a decision. 
  
2)    Vote in May Meeting Minutes 
  
-       PFC voted on the meeting minutes held for the meeting in MAY. The PFC website has all the 
meeting minutes of the previous meetings. 
-       PFC members voted 
  
3)    DPIE Update 
-       Rich Boschetti and Vickie Constantinides were in attendance during the PFC meeting. 
-       Rich provided updates on the number of students enrolled this year for the after-school 
enrichment programs. 
-       He mentioned that they are working with other companies that are willing to offer classes like 
acting, public speaking to expand this program across different programs. 
-       Rich mentioned that the 1st  priority will be to give priorities to the Dublin teacher who are 
willing to conduct programs and then to the outside companies. 
-       Rich and Vickie mentioned that DPIE is planning to host a “Chess” family night which will 
teach the families basics of how to play Chess. This is one of their offerings to expand and 
educate everyone about the DPIE programs. 
  
  
4)    PFC Updates 
a.     Fun Run 
-       Amee mentioned that this year the Fun Run is done in collaboration with “Boosterthon” who 
will conduct all the festivities. 
-       Each student and Staff will get a T shirt for the event which has been sponsored by the 
sponsors. 
-       The Banners will be put across for all the sponsors and they will also have their names on 
the back of the T shirts for sponsoring. 
-       Amee mentioned that the parent funds that we collected during the fall check-in are not used 
for the T shirts as we utilize that for organizing events for kids like Math/Science programs. 
-       Holly mentioned that the Fun Run this year is pairing with the Red Ribbon with focus of the 
Fun Run on ‘Good Choices” 



-       Amee mentioned that Fun Run is one of our Big fundraising event. The event will take place 
on Nov 3rd , with festivities starting the last week in October to gear up everyone for the Fun 
Run. 
  
5)    SSC Updates 
-       Amee mentioned that every month during the PFC monthly meeting we will also have a SSC 
representative to provide updates on the SSC happenings. 
-       Holly provided her updates as part of the SSC . 
-       During the 1st SSC meeting that was held, they selected a representative on the district 
committee. 
-       In the 2nd meeting data from SBAC was analyzed. 
  
6)    Principal Updates 
-       Holly provided updates on the school security plan approval. This includes training teachers 
at different levels , planned escape routes and drills. 
-       Q: Parents available during the PFC meetings asked questions about the security measures 
that are taken   and how long the students are kept with the teachers/staff. 
A: Holly explained that until the students are released to the parents they are with the 
teachers/staff. 
-       Q: Parents asked if they can see the emergency plans? 
A: Holly mentioned that each class has a flip chart which provides the escape route and 
summary of directions which parents can view for details. 
  
7)    Special Funding Requests 
  
-       PFC is seeking approval for funding the amount of $286.11 as a reimbursement to 
teacher Angelina Jennaro who purchased “at your seat storage sacs” in flex rooms, 
when there were no desks provided. 
  
o    Comments/Questions 
Flex Rooms when they were initially used as classes, were only provided with tables and chairs 
and there were no desks available. Ms. Jennaro purchased the back pockets worth $286.11 for 
the class, to put the books and other stuff during class. The desks are now provided but the 
back pockets are still used. The teacher purchased it out of her pocket and is now requesting 
reimbursement. 
  
o    Vote 
PFC voted and all were in agreement to fund the dollar amount to the teacher. 
Parents available were also asked if anyone has objection. And everyone was in agreement and 
approved this funding request. 
  
-       PFC is seeking approval for funding the amount of $1,113 for ESGI, an assessment 
tool to be utilized by 7 Kindergarten classes. 



  
o    Comments/Questions 
§  We had 2 kinder teachers available during the PFC meeting to talk about how this 
assessment tools improves and helps them assess the kindergarten students and saves time 
and efforts. 
§  Teachers explained how they have to go through manual entries, stacks of papers to assess 
the students. Currently the teachers are using this tool on a one month trial and are very happy 
with the results and it makes their life easy. 
§  The tool also helps is providing assessment results to parents who can see the progress. 
§  Sight words assignment becomes easy and teachers are able to determine focus groups 
easily. 
§  On further discussions it was determined that the total cost comes to be around $7 per Kinder 
student. 
  
o    Vote 
PFC voted and all were in agreement to fund the dollar amount to purchase the assessment 
tool. 
Parents available were also asked if anyone has objection. And everyone was in agreement and 
approved this funding request. 
  
-       PFC is seeking approval for funding the amount of $5000 for spirit wear purchase in 
advance. 
  
o    Comments/Questions 
§  PFC tried a different way for spirit wear which is purchasing the spirit wear after each order. 
But it is not working out. 
§  So PFC wants to go back and purchase spirit wear in bulk and use it to sell. 
§  $5000 was based on the sales that were done last year after the school began. We should be 
able to use the spirit wear purchased and utilize that for the year. 
o    Vote 
PFC voted and all were in agreement to fund the dollar amount for spirit wear purchase. 
Parents available were also asked if anyone has objection. And everyone was in agreement and 
approved this funding request. 
  
  
8)    Meeting Adjourned 
a.     Next Meeting October 20th, 2017 at 8:30 AM 
  
-       Amee mentioned that this year the PFC is trying something different and is alternating the 
PFC meetings to be held morning and evenings. 
-       This will enable parents and faculty members to participate more with alternate AM and PM 
choices for the meetings. 
-       Next meeting is scheduled in the morning. 



-       Meeting is adjourned. 
 


